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THE DIVINE Trigger

1. All forms of life obey the universal law of resonance.
This law is based on the following principle:
When I spread love I will receive love. When I spread hatred I will
receive hatred. Looking at our planet Earth as it is today we realize
that there is a lack of loving forces that create peace, unity, justice
and honesty.
According to the fact that we haven’t yet achieved a constant
connection to the enlightening attributes like tolerance, acceptance, righteousness, peace, happiness, compassion, love, etc.,
these attributes cannot spread all over the globe.
Because each change starts in the heart of the individual!
2. Every human cell is light!
Scientific evidence reveals that photons change their behaviour
if under surveillance. This means that our thoughts and feelings
directly affect the structure and behaviour of our cells. And this
very light that we are and we do represent is everywhere. Everything in its smallest unit is light. This also applies to every
fellow human being.
If we are able to address our cells and manage to pass on the
desired information - we will activate them, re-record them and
focus them on what we really want. (Observation!)
This email –The Divine Trigger – activates exactly that!

You can create a new reality for yourself and get in resonance with
the quality of the given attribute by sending mental and emotional
impulses into your cells.
This email is full of high light frequencies from the source of
existence. It will fuel this energy directly into your body but only
when you allow it. Then you will immediately feel in harmony
with life and the light of love will be in resonance with you.
This happens at the cellular level and creates in you a new
well-being.
This is a realignment which integrates the given attribute
within you.
The series of Divine Triggers are extremely powerful and require
a conscious effort and the clear statement of will: Yes, I want!
As soon as 144,000 people (number of perfection and stability)
have integrated this new quality on a cellular level, this attribute
will then be established on the entire planet by incorporating it
into the Earth’s grid. This means that from then on, every human
being can get into resonance with this attribute.
The Earth’s grid encompasses the entire planet and contains
the sum of all intentions of mankind – both positive and negative
intentions.
If we feed enough positive intentions into the Earth’s grid by consciously focussing our thoughts and emotions on positive things
in life, the reality on Earth will change.
Then there is peace, because we have determined it by our
intention. It is up to us to create our reality which is directly
affected by our thoughts and emotions.

The more people are aware of it, the more people get this knowledge and also apply it, the faster we will change the conditions
on Earth.
Because:
WE DO HAVE THE POWER BY MAKING A DECISION AND
BY DOING THE RIGHT THING!
As soon as you have read this text and you feel good about it,
you will be directly able to access the light’s energy.
“Yes, I want!”
And the light works - though invisible - but not unnoticed!
You will be immediately lifted and brought into a state of harmony
with yourself. The light quality of the current attribute will be played
on to your cells and anchored there.
Afterwards forward this e-mail – according to your possibilities –
to all who are from your point of view ready to help shaping the
new, fair and peaceful society by re-recording first his or her cells
and this way creating a new direction.
It is the power of self-determination, which can now be claimed!
As soon as 144,000 human beings have established this attribute
within themselves, the reality on Earth will be changing its dynamic.
This figure is reflecting the “critical mass”, to which, obeying the
universal law of resonance, everything must subordinate.

In the event you wish to support this process with all your power
and you would like to create a new quality in life within your family,
friends, acquaintances and colleagues at work then you should
forward this e-mail to 14 different people within 14 days. This will
generate within your individual surrounding a group energy, which
will immediately emphasize your common desire and unite you as
a group. (14: the number of help and healing, 1+4=5, five:
the number of freedom)
This is right away creating a new reality within your immediate
environment, as everyone is in resonance with this vibration.
Look forward to it!
This is an extremely powerful tool to improve the conditions
on Earth.
Trust in your power! Do it, yes!
First attribute of time: TOLERANCE
Please take a break of 15 minutes. Stay silent, then express
your intentions aloud and reload your cells with this information.
I define myself as tolerant. But even IF I do NOT
comprehend or UNDERSTAND the ACTIVITIES, the words,
the thoughts of some people and NATIONS, SO I tolerate
them as a self-imposed EXPRESSION..
I order TO RE-RECORD MY CELLS NOW WITH peaceful energy
of tolerance, TO anchor THIS ATTRIBUTE WITHIN MYSELF AND
TO SEAL IT IN MY CELLS..
SO IS IT!

„Yes, I want.“

Accompanying text
to this e-mail:

In the event you wish to support this process, please forward 		
this e-mail - The Divine Trigger - to as many people as possible.
We will change the Earth, no one else will do it for us!
„The Divine Trigger“ is the key to do so.
In harmony with life.
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Next attribute of time: acceptance – it will be sent out in 14 days.
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